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Sometimes you have to dip into the past to take a leap into
the future. In 1922, while on the faculty of the Bauhaus
– perhaps the most consequential and visionary school of
art and design in the 20th century – the German artist
Oskar Schlemmer mounted a theatre piece called Triadic
Ballet. Accompanied by the music of a piano-roll score by
the avant-garde composer Paul Hindemith, the performers
moved around like pieces on a chessboard with robotic,
clockwork gestures, as if in a two-dimensional painting come
to life. Their costumes, at once organic, geometric and determinedly extraterrestrial, not only appear to have been
designed to be in dialog with the music, but they reside
in this photograph today as if in inevitable anticipation of
the arc of 20th century fashion and style, from Charles
James’s 1937 “quilted acetate satin evening jacket” to the
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metallic space-aged minimalism of Courrèges in the 1960s;
from the wildly bulbous and witty stage costumes of Leigh
Bowery in 1970s London to the mutational organic genius
of Rei Kawakubo; from Christian Lacroix’s playful, if contemptuous, pouf dress to Alexander McQueen’s biotechnical
claw-shoe high heel, among the many innovative fashion
assertions of the last century. It is as if a visitation from the
future occurred in reverse in this stage tableau from the
Triadisches Ballett of 1922. If Schlemmer was able to create an
experimental theatre piece at the beginning of the century
that feels utterly modern a hundred years later, who are the
visionaries of today offering us that glimpse into the future?
Or, will there even be a future? Is that the question we are
confronted with in the anarchic swirl of fabric, texture and
shape in the contemporary fashion of 2020?
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Triadisches Ballett, perfor mance in the revue ‘Wieder Metropol’ at Metropoltheater, Berlin. Photographer Er nst Schneider (© Ullstein Bild via Getty Images).

